
Quarks 
Y database and mass subatomitry (pressure) 

Found in thé male organs  
Ф 

By, Stefany Fisher  
 
Heart to ID of secondary color waves (brainwaves)  
Orange, green, Purple~~ indigo 
 
Light Ranges 
Because light ranges vary in size and potential. Velocity its median is found between air and 
time. Its spatial reliance is perplex [-L] and [sub] complexity of emotion to valence of a unified 
energy. It becomes distant at speed and distinct in Reality.  
 
Less is more  
1 after minus 1 as opposed to time, velocity, breathing, and distance. The denominator. 
Compound weight is subsidiary to unique relativity to the human mouth. Its particle subcomplex 
is in thé elements themselves derived from that fraction down into endorphins, used by the 
energy squared ([sub] root proportion).  
 
Thé energy being used is factorial I. Used in follicles.  
Compound weight perplexes itself through hydro adjacency to hydrocarbon molecules, [sub] 
magnesium weight, and its absorbance [z] at instance squared energy based in para. 
Paramagnetism. 
 
Energy root minus the [sub] dividend breaks apart (at Right brain clouds through electrons can 
be used and reused by factorial range Empathy). Brain minus the root. Breaking down space 
and area. In référente to language.  
 
Because you stick  
Carbon magnesium depends on substantial electrical speeds in (2). Electricity uses its fuel 
through the cells.  
 
Été  
Breaking walls down in delusional processes.  Using water weight to exponential adjacency in 
fY(6kv)~Yןoo. 

● Kinetic velocity- subject : Eעו 
○ paranoia in loneliness: (-) suvconverted 
○ Psychos and psychics: imbalance between conscious-subconscious intervals  
○ Form u: highly nucletic pain extroverted energy (in UI root systems)~ and 

negative effect of repressions in [Q] densities of i particles. Thé membrane of thé 
sky.  



○ Hydrogen mal subplex of food: mouth radial energy by time ingestion (reflective 
states): having to do with electrical crosscurrents in thé air to breathing room, 
seen in directional light Y4.  (Left Hand energy)  

○ Spatial reliance:  parallel working organs in thé Human body 
○ RL: balanced timed speeds to nutrient. Animal instinct.  

● Delusional processes occur in the left brain to right brain balance to reactive rates to 
ration of nY proportionate Level energy.  Subatomically broken down from red to red of 
subatomitry, thé instance it reacts is the same amount of instance build up to that given 
variable. Stead because it is highly reactive, the carbon magnetic Resource C is found 
in the mother to gravity on earth. For rational energy to allow dividend, the form b must 
be used and integrated into the child.  

● Based (lightwaves) proportionate energy. Illusional in health to delusional in entity. 
Of sugar levels in the heart to area circumference matter of the left brain. Food = 
bondage.  

 
I'm not kidding you.  
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